ST GREGORY’S COLLEGE
FRIDAY AFTERNOON DETENTION:

FORMAT:

3.15 – 4.15pm

1. Begin with prayer

2. Boys write a reflection about the rules they have broken

3. Boys participate in school-based community service activities for about 40 minutes. This may include:
   ➢ Gardening
   ➢ Sweeping
   ➢ Cleaning furniture – desk tops etc...
   ➢ Litter patrol
   ➢ Clerical/administrative tasks that may be appropriate – collating newsletters and placing them in envelopes

4. Boys finish the last 5 minutes by writing down strategies to avoid the repeat of their inappropriate behaviour

5. Boys MAY each share aloud their commitment to not repeating the undesirable behaviour (optional)

We view the afternoon detention as another educational opportunity for boys.